2019-20 Uniform Guidelines

MRCA’s Uniform Shirt Vendors

LANDS’ END
www.landsend.com
1-800-469-2222
MRCA School Code: #9000-7370-1

In-Store Ordering:
30 Orchard Park Drive, Greenville
M-F: 10am-6pm and Sat.: 11am-4pm
864-283-6119
Shop.ReadsUniforms.net/Education
MRCA School Code: MRCASC

FRENCH TOAST
www.frenchtoast.com
1-800-373-6248
MRCA School Code: #QS5JDCU

K3 & K4 Wardrobe:
- Uniforms are not required for these classes. Shoes without backs (flip flops, beach sandals, Crocs, etc.) are not permitted.

K5-8th Grade Uniform:
- Attire should be neat, modest, and in good repair.
- Shorts measuring more than 6” from the top of the knee are not permitted.
- Skirts, skorts, and/or jumpers measuring more than 4” from the top of the knee are not permitted.
- Hats are not permitted inside the building.
- **Shirts:** Any shirt worn beneath a school logo shirt should remain concealed at the waist and sleeves.
- **Shoes:** For K5-4th grade, shoes without backs are not permitted. Middle School students may wear shoes without backs.
- All 1st-8th grade students must purchase a classic navy polo from one of our vendors embroidered with the MRCA logo for field trips and special events.

Uniform Shirts:
- K5-8th grade students must wear shirts purchased through one of our three vendors, listed above. All shirts must be one of the following colors:
  - Red
  - Navy
  - White
  - Green
- **Spirit Wear t-shirts** are available for purchase on our website and MRCA app.
- On Fridays, students may wear Spirit Wear shirts, MRCA middle school sports shirts, or other shirts that have been supplied by/bought through MRCA. Examples include shirts from Robotics Club, Band, Student Council, etc. (Rec soccer jerseys are not approved wear for any day of the week.)
- Students may also wear their shirts from student clubs/sports groups on special, designated days set by teachers or coaches.

Shorts, Pants, Etc.:
- Pants, shorts, skirts, skorts, and jumpers may be purchased from any vendor (including, but not limited to, our three vendors listed above) provided they are the colors stated below and in compliance with the Uniform Guidelines. Girls may wear any color/pattern legging or tights with dresses and skirts. Boys may wear pants and/or shorts. Girls may wear pants, shorts, jumpers, skirts, skorts, or capris. All bottoms must be blue denim, khaki/navy twill, and khaki/navy corduroy.

Outerwear:
- For outerwear worn strictly outside the building (during recess or break), feel free to purchase those items anywhere you like. However, if a student plans to wear outerwear inside school buildings during the school day, the garment must meet all MRCA Uniform Guidelines, be purchased from one of our vendors in the approved school colors, and embroidered with the MRCA logo.
- **Spirit Wear sweatshirts,** sold by MRCA on our website and MRCA app, are also approved outerwear on the MRCA campus any day of the week.

Dress for Physical Education:
- **K5-4th grade:** Students must wear an MRCA-approved uniform shirt to P.E. class. Students may choose to wear regular approved bottoms or they may opt for navy athletic shorts, sweat pants, or wind pants (can be purchased from any vendor including, but not limited to, our three vendors).
- **Middle School (5th-8th):** Students are required to purchase a P.E. uniform through MRCA. Details will be given the first day of class.